
AVERT VIRTUAL 
TRAINING SOLUTIONS

TRAIN, EVALUATE TTPs & RESPONSE PLANS USING AN INTELLIGENT 
DIGITAL TWIN OF YOUR SITE WITH SIMULATED ADVERSARIES

 Individual and team training
 High fidelity Digital Twin of your site
 Advanced VR Capabilities: motion tracking, 

simunition, headsets
 Facilitator can monitor and change the 

scenarios in real-time
 All actions stored in database for AAR and 

performance evaluation

IMMERSIVE VR 
 Decision-making training for incident 

commanders and operators 
 Free IOS and Android User App
 Browser based access for Dashboard
 Deploy and configure in days 
 No servers or IT upgrades needed
 Integration to 911 and PSAP systems

Command Training



AVERT Virtual Training Solutions utilize the 3D digital twins and
simulations from the DHS SAFETY Act Designated AVERT Physical
Security software. This allows clients to leverage their existing,
customized site models and simulations to provide relevant,
effective training. By utilizing site specific challenges or scenarios,
response forces can train to improve response times and
effectiveness against unique scenarios that are familiar to the site
and its operations. The cross-compatibility also allows for
seamless comparisons of objective analyses in AVERT Physical
Security with quantitative and realistic training results in Virtual
Training.

Whether training an individual or a whole task force, ARES
Security’s virtual training solutions were developed to scale. The
training solutions utilize realistic scenarios in a digital twin of your
environment and can scale from training individuals on a single
task to large multi-person or multi-organization collaborative
exercises with minimal setup time. By removing the limitations
and guesswork involved in physical training exercises or drills, the
AVERT Virtual Training solutions go well beyond the capabilities of
normal exercises.

AVERT Virtual Training solutions enable your team to keep up
against evolving threats, situations, technologies and the tactics
required to effectively respond. With the ability to create a quick
scenario or a detailed training exercise in a digital twin of your
environment, our solutions allow your team to quickly set up and
run targeted training scenarios to reinforce and improve
procedures. This unique capability adds a realistic level of fidelity to
personnel training for both single user or group training. AVERT
Virtual Training Solutions are the ultimate training tools for both
executives and staff, providing in depth training on a variety of
threat or response scenarios.

ARES Security’s Virtual Training solutions allow trainees to be
exposed to real-world scenarios without the expense, site
disruption, danger, and potential security concerns of
conventional training. Rather than spending money on expensive
training excursions or an ineffective role of the dice to determine
scenarios or outcomes, ARES Security’s training software provide
measurable training solutions that can be utilized during
downtime or without shutting down operations, so you can train
more frequently at a much lower cost.

UTILIZE VALIDATED MODELS & THREAT 
SIMULATIONS

REALISTIC TRAINING IN YOUR 
ENVIRONMENT

SCALABLE TRAINING SESSIONS IMPROVED TRAINING FOR LESS

For more information visit www.aressecuritycorp.com or contact contactus@aressecuritycorp.com

AVERT VIRTUAL TRAINING SOLUTIONS CAPABILITIES AND BENEFITS
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